A Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) Excel macro was created for doing a pairwise, two-sample Z-test of within-column proportions fork data rows in an Excel spreadsheet. By program iteration, the Z-score for k(k − 1)/2 unique, non-repeating and non-duplicated within-column comparisons was generated and the null hypothesis is tested against a two-tailed Z-score critical value. This within-column process is useful for extracting potential meaning from large aggregate columnar data.
Fundamental Principles
The VBA macro uses an "up one row", "down one row" iteration that populates the variables for p i and p j . The built-in Z-test for proportions has a two-tailed null hypothesis of no statistically significant difference between two proportions, H 0 : P i = P j . The alternate hypothesis is Ha: P i ≠ P j . There are three assumptions inherent in this procedure: 1) sampling independence; 2) sufficient size (≥5; the macro will reject if violated); and 3) randomness of selection. A pooled proportion is used to compute the standard error of the sampling distribution, using the individual proportions, p i and p j and the associated population for each, n i and n j . The test statistic is a Z-score which is the ratio of the absolute proportion difference divided by the standard error. Significance is determined as Z ≥ 1.96, the two-tailed critical value for a normal distribution.
An Illustration
For illustration purposes, a mock research question was created that asked if there were any statistically significant between-county differences in the proportion of registered voters for the Green Party within the state of Arizonain January 2017 [3] . After minor cleansing, the data were inserted into a blank Excel macro-enabled (pairwise.xlsm) spreadsheet which incorporates the pairwise macro described in this report. The order of insertion must be followed exactly (Group Name, Sample Size and Total) starting in cell "A1" which is required by the macro ( Figure 1 
Results
Output begins in cell "F1" and continues for k(k − 1)/2 rows. For the fifteen rows illustrated, an output of 105 rows is generated ( This exercise was primarily for illustration but it did use real data which produced real results. Of the 105 county-county combinations, 59 (56%) showed statistically significant differences. Questions need to be asked of the data so that the differences in Green Party registered voters could perhaps be explained. For those in the social or political sciences, these differences might be important to pursue.
The Macro Methodology
The VBA macro uses an "up one row", "down one row" iteration that populates the upper row/lower row variables with their respective proportions, P 1 and P 2 .
With these values, the null hypothesis (P 1 = P 2 ) can be tested using the following standard proportion equations.
1) The pooled proportion: Note: All comparisons using Greenlee county were rejected because of small sample size (less than or equal to 5). Open Access Library Journal where: p = the pooled sample proportion, p i = first proportion, p j = second proportion, n i = population size associated with the first proportion, n j = population size associated with the second proportion.
2) The standard error of the weighted samples:
where:
se pi-pj = the standard error, p = the weighted estimate of two populations, n i = sample size associated with the first proportion, n j = sample size associated with the second proportion.
3) The determination of the Z-score:
where: Z = the Z-score, p i = first proportion, p j = second proportion, se pi-pj = the standard error. The null hypothesis is rejected if the Z-score exceeds 1.96, the two-tailed critical value that is associated with a p-value ≤ 0.05.
Conclusions
An Excel macro procedure has been demonstrated as a screening tool to reveal patterns within aggregate data. It creates unique within-column pairwise comparisons and tests the data for proportional statistical significance. This method could be applied where aggregated data is available that includes, as a minimum, the named group, a proportion or count of a desired variable and a total for each row. The exponential growth of the output as the number of rows (k) increases will be a practical limiting factor.
The Excel macro can be saved as an Excel macro file (*.xlsm) and various internet references can be accessed for instructions for using an Excel macro files as an add-in. 
